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Microsoft365 Backup
Metrofile Cloud Microsoft365 is designed to 
safeguard your Microsoft365 data from adverse 
instances such as accidental deletion, malevolent 
employees, or ransomware attacks. Our solution 
functions in synergy with file synchronisation 
applications like Sharepoint, enabling you to 
maximize the benefits of applications on-the-go, 
while being confident in your capacity to recover 
otherwise irretrievable data.

Why Do You Need To Backup Microsoft 365 Data?

In the era of cloud solutions, the ability to access 
your data anyplace and anytime is compelling. 
For instance, uploading a document to Microsoft 
SharePoint allows global colleagues to provide 
feedback or make edits remotely. While this ease of 
access facilitates team collaboration, data security is 
a constant concern for IT professionals and business 
managers.

Risk of data loss is very real, whether from a single 
mistakenly deleted email, a folder maliciously 
emptied by a rogue employee during a merger or 
an acquisition, or a full-blown ransomware attack 
disrupting the routine operation. The absence of a 
third-party backup solution compromises your data 
security, making it only a matter of time before you 
experience a data disaster with critical documents or 
emails being irretrievably corrupted or lost.

What do we safeguard?

Metrofile Cloud Microsoft365 Backup is committed 
to securing Microsoft 365 applications and data. It 
ensures total recoverability of your data at any point 
in time and generates ‘tamper-proof’ copies of vital 
data. Microsoft’s responsibility lies in service uptime 
and reliability, but your Microsoft 365 data is your 
responsibility. Our solution, which safeguards your 
cloud application data and on-premise data, helps 
prevent your business from falling prey to costly data 
protection management mishaps.

What does Metrofile Cloud M365 Protection Offer?

• Backup for Microsoft Exchange Online.
• Backup for Microsoft OneDrive for Business.
• Backup for Microsoft SharePoint Online.
• Backup for Microsoft Teams (including call 

protection).
• Direct cloud storage backup from Microsoft  

data centres. 

 

• Automatic protection for new Microsoft 365 
users, groups, and sites.

• Advanced search through Microsoft 365 
backups to quickly access backed-up data.

Why use our solution?

No Limits: There is no limit to the volume of backups 
or retention time meaning you don’t have to worry 
about the Microsoft365 data expiration limit.

Fully Restorable: Restores can be conducted at the 
file, folder, or mailbox level and data can be restored 
to ANY point in time.

Provides Continuity Options: With Metrofile Cloud 
M365, you can retain dynamic data, including those 
of ex-employees, even when their associated M365 
account is deleted. It empowers you to access and 
restore historic data as needed, and even provide 
new employees with their predecessor’s old emails  
to maximize job efficiency.

Legal Protection: Metrofile Cloud Microsoft365 
Backup optionally includes an enterprise-grade 
functionality that ensures an organisation always has 
access to a “tamper-proof” copy of M365 documents 
for legal reasons.

Key Features

• Automatic Protection: Streamline your backup 
management for Microsoft365. New users, 
groups, and sites are automatically protected.

• Simplified Administration: Implement and 
manage the solution and perform backup tasks 
using an intuitive management portal.

• Multi-Level Encryption: At-source, enterprise-
grade AES-256 encryption safeguards your 
backups with irreversibly encrypted passwords.

• Powerful Status Monitoring: Advanced reporting 
capabilities for higher transparency and security, 
including widgets, notifications, alerts for critical 
events.

• Multi-Factor Authentication Support: Enhanced 
security with Microsoft’s Multi-Factor 
Authentication (MFA).

Contact us for a free consultation 
or schedule a demo now.


